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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, deals with background, problem statements, objective of 
the research, significant of the research, and scope of the research. 
A. Background 
 Movie is a moving image (Moving Picture). According to Effendi 
(1986:239) movie is defined as a result of cultural and artistic expression tool, or  
movie is one kind of literary works which gives entertainment and has unique 
characteristics than the others because it can be enjoyed by audiences, audio and 
visually. In this case, filmuses moving figures and sound to tell the stories. It does 
not only give entertainment but also gives information and knowledge to us. 
Another definition of movie also given in Merriam Webster (2014) who explains 
movie as recording of moving images that tells a story and people watch on a 
screen or television or even recorded by a camera as a set of moving images and 
shown in a theater or on television; a motion picture. Every movie is interesting 
and entertaining, it makes the audiences think of it.  
 According to Danesi (2010: 134), movie has three main categories: feature 
movies, animated movies, and documentation. Animated movie uses techniques 
of film to create the illusion of motion picture series of two or three-dimensional 
objects. Animation movie which made for Children, today become an important 
thing in cinema’s worlds. Fernandes (2002) in his book defines, “Animation is the 
process of recording and playing back a sequence of stills to achieve the illusion 
of motion continues", so far in simple definition, animation is the effort to move 
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something (picture) that cannot move themselves, or in literal word, Animation is 
turned. Generally, it is shows in cartoon movie for children, which gives more 
spaces for children to imagine and learn anything from their outside. But today, 
not only children but also all ages likes to watch cartoon movie, it makes sure that 
in cartoon movie, it is not only containing entertain element but also messages and 
hidden meaning can be seen. 
 Masha is a Russian Folktale which used as the story of an animation 
movie today. Masha is a story about a cute girl and her friends bear, although 
Masha is a human she is can be friends with every animal in the movie, this movie 
does not show much talking, all they do is play and moving, this is become a 
caused that in the movie has a lots of meaning which hidden by visualization and 
creative imagination. It is related to the Barthes’s (1961:23) denotative and 
connotative theory which can be used to analyze the denotative and connotative  
meaning in the movie Masha and the Bear. 
 In literature movements every meaning has it’s own sign, as Barthes’s 
(1961:23) views, the structure of the sign is a picture. Barthes has different views 
in his semiotics concept, denotation and connotation, it is to distinguish semiotic 
in linguistics which is pioneered by his mentor, Saussure. Barthes opinion on his 
concept is the "order of signification", including denotation (meaning in truth) and 
connotation (second meaning based on cultural and personal experience). 
 In addition, the reason why the researcher has initiative to take Masha and 
the Bear cartoon movie as the data in her research, because in the movie, there are 
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many denotative and connotative signs appeared. This research aimed to show the 
denotative and connotative meanings in the movie. 
B. Research Questions 
 The researcher analyzed about denotative and connotative meanings in this 
movie. Thus, the researcher formulated the research questions as follows: 
1. What denotation and connotation meanings are found in Masha and the 
Bear cartoon movie? 
2. What are the types of connotative meanings in Masha and the Bear 
cartoon movie? 
C. Objective of the Research 
Relating to the problem statements, the researcher decided the objectives 
of the research as follows: 
1. To find out denotation and connotation meanings in the movie Masha and 
the Bear. 
2. To find out the types of connotative meanings in the movie Masha and the 
Bear. 
D. Significance of the Research 
This research is supposed to be a previous finding for the next researchers 
who want to conduct the same field about denotative and connotative meanings in 
a movie, also can be used for other people who interested in cartoonmovie and 
more beneficial in teaching literature major, because the comparison of cartoon 
movie is still rarely performed in State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar. 
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E. Scope of the Research 
 This research was limited just to analyzed the denotative and 
connotative meanings and described the function of denotative and connotative 
meanings  by using Roland Barthes theory and additional theory retrieved from 
Mos’ab Abu Toha that found in Masha and the Bear cartoon movie. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 This chapter presents the review of related literature, which deals with 
some previous findings and theoretical approach. 
A. Previous Findings 
Lidya ivana Rawung (2013), in her thesis “Analisis Semiotika pada film 
Laskar Pelangi”, she used qualitative research methods. Where the researcher 
explained the semiotic analysis by using the theory of Ferdinand De Saussure and 
analyzed the data based on Dictionary, Ideology, Frame Work Culture, and 
interpretant Group. After analyzing and conducting interviews with informants 
(Interpretant Group) the researcher then concluded that film Laskar Pelangi has a 
positive meaning of the message to educates and educate the children’s nation. 
Arif Sutrisno in his thesis (2014), “Analisis tanda dan makna visual 
representasi cinta dalam film animasi Frozen”, He focused on analyze the study 
of signs and visual meaning of love in animation movie Frozen, he used 
quantitative descriptive approach. This study found that in each shot of the movie 
representing love. 
Norkaya Bahri (2009) in his thesis, “Semiotic Analysis On Witch (The 
Chronicles Of Narnia By C.S Lewis)” He uses descriptive qulitative method and 
the researcher founds several characteristics of witch by using semiotics analysis, 
also Nurmania(2015) in her thesis“Semiotics of Tempus as seen in K.A S Quinn’s 
Novel the Queen at War”, in this thesis the researcher found two part of semiotics 
in the novel. 
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Based on previous findings above, the researcher also focused on 
semiotics study to analyze her object, but the researcher specifics her data by 
analyzing denotative and connotative meanings in the movie by using Barthes 
theory. Where the second previous finding has similar object that used cartoon 
movie. 
B. Theoritical Approach 
1. Semiotics of Roland Barthes 
a. Definition 
 According to Eco (1979:4), a general semiotic theory should include not 
only a theory of how codes may establish rule for system of signification but a 
theory of how signs may be produced and interpreted, while a theory of sign-
production may clarify aspects of communication. Peirce philosopher and logic 
said, human reasoning is always done through the sign. That is, human beings can 
reasoningonly through the sign (Berger, 2000: 11-22). 
Media studies need a new spirit like the semiological method from the 
Barthesian perspective in the qualitative analysis level to go beyond the text or the 
image which is open to an infinite number of interpretations. When applying the 
semiological method to analyze media within its messages whether verbal or 
nonverbal in the case of the image, Roland Barthes (1968: 23) suggests the sign as 
a combination of a signifier and a signified. Accordingly, connotation is not 
always a means to innovate meanings because it communicate and evoke ideas as 
in the case of the different semiotic modes for communication. Barthes works 
show new semiotics doctrine that allowed analyzing the signs system in media to 
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prove how even nonverbal communications give connotative meanings. 
According to Barthes (2014:1001), the image is related to the aesthetic and 
ideological factors that are opened to readings and interpretations at the 
connotative level in order to explain how meaning is created through complex 
semiotic interaction. 
Thus, semiotics in media studies uses a wide variety of texts including: 
images, adverts, and films to provide the recipients with knowledge they need to 
have the ability to analyze and produce meaningful texts and designs in the future. 
From this perspective, Barthes suggests the death of the author /the creator 
of the text to witness the birth of the recipient allowing him to interpret, read, and 
produce a wide range of meanings which are a form of semiotic production that is 
oriented to observation and analysis of media messages and discourses in order to 
open the senses of the semiological researcher to the complexity of semiotic 
interpretation and new methods of using signs within the social and cultural 
context in media. 
In practice, Roland Barthes (1968: 23) approach is highly applied in media 
studies that concentrate upon semiological analysis of such varied media domains 
as advertising, cinema, films, video clips, and caricature. In recent years the 
influence of Barthes (1968) works turned semiotists in communication and 
information sciences to study the different media images in order to investigate 
the symbolic interaction of verbal and nonverbal signs semiology as a qualitative 
method that viewed these signs as a text communicates significant meanings by 
rereading, giving interpretations and connotations to these media signs broader 
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than its primary sense through frequent associations. Barthes (1968) made great 
contribution in this field i-e the textual image analysis in order to extract its 
connotations and the mediated significance which is accordingly based on 
functional order of culture and ideology. 
Barthes (1983:107) uses the term orders of signification. First order of 
signification is denotation while, connotation become the second order of 
signification. Concept semiotic connotations by Roland Barthes, when the system 
examines the sign it does not hold on to the primary meaning, but they are trying 
to get it through connotations meaning. The first order includes the signifier and 
signified that organized as sign, this sign is called denotation meaning, then from 
these signs born another meaning, another mental concept that attached to the sign 
(signifier). This new naming then called connotation.  
In Barthes concept (1961:23), connotative sign not only has additional 
meaning but also contains both parts of denotative sign that base this existence. 
Actually, this concept is very meaningful to improve semiology Saussure, which 
is ends at the denotative level. Barthes said, (1994: 89) it will be remembered that 
any system of significations comprises a plane of expression (E) and a plane of 
content (C) and that the signification coincides with the relation (R) of the two 
planes : E R C, or else : (ERC) RC. This is the case which Hjelmslev calls 
connotative semiotics; the first system is then the plane of denotation and the 
second system (wider than the first) the plane of connotation. 
 Barthes (1964:161) says in his concept semiology of images, the reality in 
the photos that we experience is a real unreality. It is called unreality because of 
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what is present is past (temporal anteriority), it was never able to meet category 
here-now, now here; and it called real because the photography was not present 
illution but presence as spatial. This category is the experience of modern people 
(who live in the mass image) about reality. Photos in newspaper according to 
Barthes is includes the message without code (message without a code) and also 
at the same time, (message with a code). 
 In newspaper photos which in essence is a perfect representation of reality 
or actual analogon (denotation) turns up on the reader is in the form of 
connotations and myths. Barthes proposed a hypothesis that in the newspaper 
photos apparently (a strong probability) there is a connotation. However, this 
connotation is not contained of the message itself but in step the process 
production of the photos. Besides, connotation comes as news photos will be read 
by the public with their code, this two things allows the news photos have 
connotations or containing a code. Barthes (1961:20) distinguishes two kinds of it 
because he will make a constraint between denotative and connotative message. 
To create a semiotics connotation for a picture, both of messages have to be 
distinguish because the connotation of a semiotic system is built above two levels 
from denotative system. 
 In a picture or photo, denotation meaning is the message delivered in its 
entirety and connotation meaning is a message that is generated by elements of 
the image in the photograph. For example: denotative, Pig is the name of a species 
of animal, but in connotative "pig" can be associated with other things, such as 
corrupt police, army cruel, and so forth. Denotation is the level of the first layer of 
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meaning which is descriptive and literal and be understand by all member of a 
given culture without doing the interpretation of the denotative sign, the sign is 
also known as analogon. At the second layer of meaning, the connotation, 
meaning is created by connecting the signs with a more wide cultural aspects: the 
beliefs, attitudes, frameworks, and ideologies of a particular social formation. 
b. Characteristics of Denotation 
1. The explicit or direct meaning or set of meanings of a word or expression, 
as distinguished from the ideas or meanings associated with it or suggested 
by it; the association or set of associations that a word usually elicits for 
most speakers of a language, as distinguished from those elicited for any 
individual speaker because of personal experience. 
2. A word that names or signifies something specific: 
“Wind” is the denotation for air in natural motion. “Poodle” is the denotation for a 
certain breed of dog. 
3. The act or fact of denoting; indication. 
4. Something that denotes; mark; symbol. 
5. Logic. 
 the class of particulars to which a term is applicable. 
 that which is represented by a sign. 
c. Types of connotation 
 As additional, to enrich the explanation above the researcher put types of 
connotation that retrieved from Mos’ab Abu Toha in internet, they are:  
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1) Attitudinal meaning: The connotative meaning of a linguistic expression 
which takes the form of implicitly conveying a commonly held attitude or 
value. 
2) Associative meaning: The connotative meaning of a linguistic expression 
which takes the form of attributing to the referent certain stereotypically 
expected properties culturally associated with that referent. 
3) Affective meaning: A type of connotative meaning, affective meaning is 
the emotive effect worked on the addressee by using one particular 
linguistic expression rather than others that might have been used to 
express the same literal meaning. 
4) Allusive meaning: A type of connotative meaning consists of invoking the 
meaning of an entire saying or quotation in which that expression figures. 
5) Collocative meaning: The connotative meaning lent to a linguistic 
expression by the meaning of some other expression with which it 
frequently collocates. 
6) Reflected meaning: connotative meaning given to a linguistic expression 
by the fact either that the form used calls to mind another denotative 
meaning of the same word or phrase, or that the form used to call to mind 
another denotative meaning of another word or phrase which is the same 
or similar in form. 
 Based on explanation above, the writer concluded that denotation is the 
implicit meaning of sign and connotation which is the hidden meaning of the sign 
that interpreted by the interpretant. In other words, connotation is the meaning 
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which comes from the self-interpretation from the person who interprets the sign. 
Connotation refers to “second-order signifying systems”, additional cultural 
meanings which can we find from the image/picture or text. 
C. Movie 
1. Definition of movie 
Movie is a term that we use  to describe a particular material and medium 
of communication that has certain specific properties governed by certain physical 
laws. Movie or film is one kind of entertainment which can be enjoyed by 
audiences, audio and visually. This kind of literary work gives not only entertain 
but also give information for the audiences. Most people spare their time watching 
movie to refresh their mind. Moreover, some movies adapt the story of true 
events, which full of messages about life. So, indirectly, people can learn how to 
be a wiser in their life. 
Here some other defenition of movie. Movie is a type of visual 
communication that uses moving figures and sound to tell stories or inform 
(Anonym, 2010). In Oxford learner’s Pocket Dictionary (1995:271), movie is a 
cinema film or cinema the cinema. In the free dictionary, movie is a sequence of 
photographs projected onto a screen with sufficient rapidity as to create the 
illusion of motion and continuity. In the Random House Dictionary of English 
Language (1968:871), movie is defined as a sequence of consecutive pictures of 
objects photogreaphed in motion by a specially design camera and design camera 
and thrown on a screen by a projector in such rapid succession as to give the 
illusion a natural movement: motion picture. 
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Movies, film or cinema are an integral part of our lives, and most of us 
make no difference between the two and use the terms interchangeably as if they 
mean the same. However they do have some differences. The difference between 
a movie and film is movie have historically been captured and projected from 
photographic film, so the term “film” has been applied to what are commonly 
referred to in the US, the terms are interchangeable, but most major, commercial 
motion picture aimed at a broad viewing audience (in the hopes of making a 
profit) are usually referred to as “movies). The term “film” is commonly applied 
to movies of an artistic or educational nature not expected to have broad, 
commercial appeal. 
2. Kinds of Movie 
According to Kurnia (2003:4) and based on Microsoft Encarta Library, there 
are  three kinds of movie, they are: 
a. Fiction Movie 
Fiction movie tells us about imaginative story, Fiction movie is a movie 
that conveys nonfactual story. However, some movies are based on the ideas of 
the strue story, but all the characters, the setting, and the dialogues are based on 
the author’s imagination. 
b. Non Fiction Movie 
Non Fiction Movie is a movie containing factual story as the main plot 
even through it may be decorated by other events, namely factual and documenter 
movie. All parts of the story here are non-imaginative and come naturally. There 
will be no dialogues that should be momerized by the characters and there is no 
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“action” and “cut” here like in fiction movie. It is possible for one the author to 
make a documentary movie. Teamwork is not really necessary. 
c. Animation movie 
Animation movie is a movie which does not create with the content of 
general ways. The purpose of this movie is to make experimentation and to find 
out the new ways of pronouncing by the movie. The animation movie is a movie 
that uses a picture and things that can move with the animation techniques. 
D. Russia’s Culture 
Russian culture has a long and rich cultural history, steeped in literature, 
ballet, painting and classical music. While outsiders may see the country as drab, 
Russia has a very visual cultural past, from its colorful folk costumes to its ornate 
religious symbols. Here is a brief overview of Russian customs and traditions. 
Homeland 
Russian culture places a high value on the homeland and on family, 
according to Talia Wagner, a marriage and family therapist based in Los Angeles. 
"The Soviet rule left its impression on the culture, creating a fundamental fear and 
mistrust of those outside the family, extended family and other close familial 
connections," she told Live Science. The Communist Party ruled Russia and 
neighboring territories for more than 70 years, uniting them into the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). The Soviet Union broke up in 1991.  
"The challenges families faced under communism left individuals highly 
dependent on family support, which oftentimes required the combining of 
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resources to survive," Wagner continued. "This created a culture that highly 
values extended family and maintaining close friendships."  
Languages 
While Russian is the official language, many Russians also speak English as 
a second language. More than 100 minority languages are spoken in Russia today, 
according to the BBC. The most popular is Dolgang, spoken by more than 5.3 
percent of the country's population, according to the CIA. Other minority 
languages include Tartar, Ukrainian, Chuvash, Bashir, Mordvin and Chechen. 
Although these minority populations account for a small percentage of the overall 
Russian population, these languages are prominent in regional areas. 
Religions 
"Religion has always been a primary component of Russian life, even 
during times of oppression," Wagner said. 
There are nearly 5,000 registered religious associations in Russia. More than 
half follow the Russian Orthodox Church, according to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the Russian Federation. Islam is the second largest religion; about 10 
percent to 15 percent of Russians practice Islam, according to the CIA World 
Factbook.  
"The third most popular religion in Russia after Christianity and Islam is 
Tengrism, a form of pagan, animistic and shamanic religion," said Christina de 
Rossi, an anthropologist at Barnet and Southgate College in London. Tengrism 
originates from the Turk and Mongol populations of Central Asia and has enjoyed 
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a revival in parts of Russia as it is seen as part of a certain Central Asian ethnic 
identity by some regional independence movements.   
Arts, literature and architecture 
Ballet is a popular notable art form coming out of Russia. Founded in 1776, 
the Bolshoi Ballet is a classical ballet company based at the Bolshoi Theatre in 
Moscow and known throughout the world. The Mariinsky Ballet in Saint 
Petersburg is another famous ballet company in Russia. 
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, a 19th-century Russian composer, is world 
renowned for "Swan Lake" and the "1812 Overture," among other pieces. There 
are several museums, including his childhood home, showcasing his personal 
belongings and musical artifacts. 
Russian literature has also had a worldwide impact, with writers such as 
Leon Tolstoy ("Anna Karenina" and "War and Peace") and Fyodor Dostoevsky 
("Crime and Punishment" and "The Brothers Karamazov") still being read around 
the world. 
Russian nesting dolls are well-known symbols of the country. These sets of 
dolls, known as matrioshka dolls, consist of a wooden figure that can be pulled 
apart to reveal another smaller version of the same image inside, and so on, often 
with six or more dolls nested inside one another. The painting of each doll, which 
can be extremely elaborate, usually symbolizes a Russian peasant girl in 
traditional costume. 
Colorfully painted onion domes first appeared during the reign of Ivan the 
Terrible, according to Lonely Planet. They are commonplace in Russian 
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architecture and are predominant atop church structures. It has been speculated 
that they represent burning candles or vaults to heaven and often appear in groups 
of three representing the Holy Trinity. 
Russian food and drink 
One of the most well-known traditional Russian foods that may seem 
strange to an outsider is borshch, also spelled borscht. This is a beet soup that is 
full of vegetables and meat and is typically served with a dollop of sour cream, a 
staple of many Russian dishes. 
Pirozhkis are small baked buns that can be filled with potatoes, meat, 
cabbage or cheese. (They should not be confused with pierogis, which are Polish 
dumplings, boiled and then fried and stuffed with meat, cheese, potatoes or 
sauerkraut.) 
Caviar, or ikra, traditionally made from the eggs of sturgeon found in the 
Black Sea or Caspian Sea, is often served on dark, crusty bread or with blini, 
which are similar to pancakes or crepes. Blini are also served rolled up with a 
variety of fillings, ranging from jam to cheese and onions, or even chocolate 
syrup. 
Vodka is a popular alcoholic drink traditionally made from the distillation of 
fermented potatoes. Beer and tea are also widely consumed. 
Folklore & holidays 
Russia has a rich tradition of folk tales that derive from a number of Slavic 
myths and traditions, according to de Rossi. Russian folk characters are very 
colorful, and they also betray ancient pagan roots: for example, the Baba Yaga is a 
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witch-like old woman who lives in the forest in a house that rests on chicken legs 
and is surrounded by skulls and bones. Another tale tells of the Fire Bird, an 
enchanted creature with fiery plumage that is very difficult to catch, therefore its 
capture or that of one of its feathers is often the challenge facing the hero. 
Both the Baba Yaga and the Fire Bird can either be good or bad, terrifying 
or benevolent, and they can bestow favorable or hostile enchantments, de Rossi 
said. Above all, they must never be antagonized!  
Some Russians observe Christmas on Jan. 7 as a public holiday, according 
to the Julian calendar used by the Russian Orthodox Church, while others 
celebrate on Dec. 25.  
Russia Day is celebrated on June 12. This marks the day in 1990 that the 
Russian parliament formally declared Russian sovereignty from the USSR, 
according to the School of Russian and Asian Studies. Initially, it was named 
Russian Independence Day, but was renamed to Russia Day, a name offered by 
Boris Yeltsin, in 2002. (https://www.livescience.com/44154-russian-culture.html) 
E. Some examples from the Story of Masha and the Bear 
a) In episode 1 “How they met”, there was a house in the woods, in the 
yard there were many kind of animals, such as pigs, goats and dogs, they 
were relaxing. Then they heard a noise from inside the house, quickly 
animals were hiding from homeowners who turned to be a daughter. Her 
name wasMasha, and no animals wanted to play with her because her 
mischievous, Masha then walked into the woods to follow the butterflies 
above her. on the trip Masha played with rabbits and climb the apple tree 
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heavy and eat them, Masha suddenly fell and end at the yard of a house, 
that house belonged to a bear named Misha, then bears come from the 
outside and found Masha who have made his home a mess and jumped 
in his bed, then the bear lifted Masha and tried to scare her, but Masha 
was not afraid, then bear threw Masha out of the house but then Masha 
suddenly got back and so on. Masha was very pleased to know that the 
bear was her new friend, until the evening bear tried to bring Masha far 
out of his house. but then bear was worrying Masha and searched her 
into the woods but did not find her. The bear then go back to his home 
and found Masha fixing the mess that she was made. that was the start, 
the bear stated to love Masha and always play with her. 
b) In episode "Don't wake till spring", Masha was walking around while 
playing alone in the woods and her mischievous has begun when she 
entered into the rabbit hole where the rabbit was enjoying carrots, Masha 
took the rabbit's carrot and then rabbit took away the carrot again, 
elsewhere Misha the bear were going to take hibernate, in front of door 
of his home bears put the words "Don’t wake till spring" which was 
mean that the bear would fall asleep until next spring and did not want to 
be bothered by anyone. Bears was getting ready for bed, but before that, 
he remembered the groceries in the cupboard which could be eaten by 
the rats, so the bear ran into the kitchen and closed the cupboard, then 
the bears tried to get back to sleep, but again, he suddenly remembered 
the door was not locked tightly while Masha can come at any time and 
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disturb his long sleep, then bear woke again and locked the door tightly, 
the door was locked even with boards and nails but suddenly Masha 
rushed into the house by slamming the door that was locked up by the 
bear, but the bear did not care about it and go back to bed. As usual 
Masha kept bothering bear who was sleeping and asked her to play, bear 
deceived him by pretending to sleep and close his eyes, Masha then gave 
up and fell down upstairs, Masha looked around and saw that the bear 
furniture have been kept tidy all, desperately Masha opened a warehouse 
door and entered it. Masha who always found a way to play, started 
hitting drawer chest of the drawers in the room to make a sound like 
music, it turned out drawer which was hit by Masha was a beehive, she 
was chased by bees, Masha ran inside the house and enter into the 
blanket where the bear was sleeping, the bear woke up and ran for bee 
stings that they fell into a hole in his house. Bear walked wearily back to 
his room to sleep, Masha was still standing in front of him, the bear 
would fall asleep but the sound from the Masha's stomach, means Masha 
hungry, the bear then get up and make something to eat, but Masha kept 
bothering bear who was cooking for her. After that bears patiently set the 
table for Masha, Masha kept shouting 'feed me, feed me ", until she 
finally fell asleep at the dinner table before the food served, the bear was 
surprised to see her and carried her to the bed, then finally the bears 
brought the food to the top of the hill and invited the wolf to eat 
together. 
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c) In episode "Gone Fishing" bear seemed to be preparing the equipment 
for fishing and walking slowly toward the lake, on his way, the bear met 
Masha playing a circus ball, bear hid because he did not want to be 
bothered by Masha but then the bear was hit with Masha's ball and 
Masha asked him to play circus in front of her. with sluggish bear 
showed his talent performance with Masha's ball, Masha amazed at 
bear's play, the bear threw Masha's ball as far as possible in order to get 
Masha running to the ball and leave the bear alone, then sure the bear 
continued his walk and up to the edge of the lake, a bear sitting in a 
wood and throws his line, not long before the eyes of his line was 
moving like a fish takes the bait, but suddenly Masha come to disturb 
with a loud voice by playing the ball, bear takes the ball from Masha and 
asked her to stop yelling which can repel the fish in the teaser. Masha 
pretend to cry and then bear shut Masha and returned Masha’s ball, at 
the time bear fishing move but then Masha's ball thrown into the lake 
and failed all, Masha then began to disturb the bear by playing all the 
equipment that was bear taken to fishing, while the bear caught a fish on 
the hook and lift it, but the net played by Masha makes bear losing the 
fish in the inducement. Masha and the bear kept bothering, this time to 
remove the bait worms Masha bear that is in the tin, then Masha given a 
fishing pole as well and sat beside the bear and Masha did not stop 
asking "bear, can i catch a fish?, do you catch a fish ?, when can i catch a 
fish ?, where can i catch a fish? what can i catch fish ?, how can i catch a 
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fish? " Bear tired of hearing babble and scream loud of Masha's 
questions, then Masha said, very softly "where can i catch a fish?" and 
repeat all the questions. Not too long after their fishing both moved and 
lifted, it turns out Masha get a gold fish while the bear just got shoes 
former ski. Fish that was obtained by Masha turned out to be a magic 
fish, she then asked for the request, the first wish was Masha wants her 
ball was returned, then Masha asked for a sweet candy that have no end, 
last Masha requested that the bears got a huge fish on his fishing, and 
finally bear was very happy. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 
 This chapter presented the research method and the procedures which were 
designed to answer the research questions. 
 The analysis of the data in this paper useddenotative and connotative 
theory, because this study described denotative and connotative meanings of 
factual data in the movie Masha and the Bear. This study is called descriptive 
qualitative research, because the data of this study are explained descriptively. 
A. Research Design 
The researcher used descriptive qualitative methods asprocedure of the 
research. Descriptive is a form of written words or spoken word of the people and 
observed behavior. Descriptive qualitative research aims to build a natural 
perception of an object, so research closer to the object as a whole (holistic). 
Descriptive qualitative methods are basically same as the method of hermeneutics, 
the meaning is both of methods hermeneutics, qualitative, and content analysis, 
overall take the advantages by the way interpretation by presenting into 
description form. 
According to (Bogdan and Taylor) in MoleongLexi (1989), qualitative 
methodology is a research procedure that produces descriptive data form of words 
written or spoken word of the people that analyzed. This research is intended as a 
kind of qualitative research findings which are not obtained through statistical 
procedures or other forms of matter. In (Basrowi and Suwandi, 2008), Bogdan 
and Taylor found the qualitative approach is expected to produce an in-depth 
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description of the speech, writing, or observable behavior of an individual, group, 
community, or organization. 
B. Data Source 
The main source in this research is Masha and The Bear selected episodes 
(English Version), they are: How they meet, Gone Fishing, Don’t wake till spring, 
Prances with wolves, The Grand Piano Lesson, Stripes and Whiskers, Jam Day 
and Springtime for Bear, an Animation Movie by Oleg Kuzovkov published since 
2008. 
C. Instrument of the Research 
This research used note taking to collect the data, it means that the 
researcher noted as a key instrument to see carefully, and directed against the 
primary data sources that researcher’s target is picture from Masha and The Bear 
cartoon movie in obtaining the desired data. 
D. Procedures of Collecting Data 
Procedures of collecting data are: 
1. The researcher watched the movie, listened carefully and intensively. In 
this stage the researcher pay attention of the connotation and 
denotationthat appear in “Masha and the Bear” cartoon movie. 
2. The researcher found the connotation and denotation that appear in 
“Masha and the Bear” cartoon movie. 
3. The researcher wrote down the data on the cards.  
4. The researcher wrote the data resource and take some pictures which that 
cover the connotation and denotation meanings in the movie. 
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5. After finding the data from the movie, the researcher wrote them into the 
data as it was needed. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
In this research, the researcher used semiotics theory of Roland Barthes to 
analyze denotative and connotative to identify meanings and function in “Masha 
and the Bear” cartoon movie byOleg Kuzovkov. Then, the researcher analyzed 
the movie based on the picture in every scene of the movie. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter consists of two parts. They are presentation of the result 
found in the field and the discussion that explain the findings in the second 
section. 
A. Findings 
In this point the researcher presents the data analysis about denotative and 
connotative meanings in “Masha and The Bear” cartoon movie. Researcher 
analyzed this movie based on Roland Barthes theory (1983:23), which uses the 
term orders of signification. First order of signification is denotation while, 
connotation become the second order of signification. 
1. Denotation and Connotation meanings in the movie 
2. The types of Connotation meanings in the movie 
a) Data 1 (Episode 2 and Episode 4) 
 
(E2, 06:06)    (E4, 01:12)   (E2, 05:43) 
Pic 1: Masha is sleeping Pic 2: Masha is playing Pic 3: Masha wants to eat 
“Masha is a little girl who always wears pink scarf” 
3 2 1 
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a) Denotation : Pink scarf 
b) Connotation:Masha always wears her pink scarf, it can be seen everytime 
in the movie, especially in episodes“Don’t Wake Till Spring”, when she is 
sleeping and want to eating, also in episode “Jam day”, when she playing. 
c) Type of Allusive meaning 
b) Data 2 (Episode 2, 6 and 8) 
 
(E2, 05:59)    (E8, 02:59)   (E6, 04:44) 
Pic 1: Masha fell a sleep on Bear’s arms Pic 2: Bear teaches Masha  
Pic 3: Bear and Masha fishing together 
“Bear as figure parents for Masha” 
a) Denotation : Figure parents 
b) Connotation: Bear as a figure parents for Masha have seen in the picture 
above, in episode “Don’t Wake Till Spring”, Bear carrying Masha in his 
arms when she falls a sleep, in episode “The Grand Piano Lesson”,Bear 
teaching Masha to play piano and episode “Gone Fishing” Bear and 
Masha fishing together. 
c) Type of Attitudinal meaning 
1 2 3 
3 
1 
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c) Data 3 (Episode 1, 2 and 4) 
 
(E1, 03:51)    (E2, 04:24)   (E4, 01:55) 
Pic 1: Masha jump in Bear’s bed Pic 2: Masha bothered Bear while cooking 
Pic 3: Masha playing with Bear’s stuff 
“Masha is a trouble maker” 
a) Denotation : Trouble maker 
b) Connotation : Mashalikes to play and disturb her friends, especially 
Bear, it can be seen in episode 1 “How They Met”, when Masha jump in 
Bear’s bed, in “Don’t Wake Till Spring” Masha disturb Bear while 
cooking, and episode “Jam Day” Masha playing with Bear’s stuff. 
c) Type of Attitudinal meaning 
d) Data 4 (Episode 5) 
(E5, 05:27) (E5, 05:20)   (E5, 06:24) 
3 1 2 3 
3 2 1 
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Pic 1: Black Bear bought flowers and chocolate for a Bear girl  
Pic 2: Black Bear lift a dumbell 
Pic 3: Black Bear trying to win the girl heart with lift a dumbell in front of her 
“The only Black Bear in the movie” 
a) Denotation : Black bear 
b) Connotation : In episode “Springtime for Bear”, shown a black bear, he 
is try to win a girl (Bear) heart. 
c) Type of  Allusive meaning 
e) Data 5 (Episode 8) 
 
(E8, 04:53)    (E8, 04:02)  (E8, 04:35) 
Pic 1: Masha playing a piano Pic 2: Bear and Masha try to playing a piano 
Pic 3: Masha playing piano 
“Blonde hair with bangs and green eyes” 
a) Denotative : Blonde hair and green eyes 
b) Connotative : When Masha didn’t use her pink scarf, her blonde hair 
will shows clearly, it is shown in episode “The Grand Piano Lesson” 
Masha is learning a piano and uses school uniform. 
3 2 1 
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Masha present an aborigin girl from Russia, which the characteristic 
native Russia are their white skin with a blonde hair and their eyes usually green. 
c) Type of Allusive meaning 
f) Data 6 
(In every episodes) 
 Pic 1: Picture of the characters of the movie. 
“Masha is the only human character in the movie” 
a) Denotative : Masha is the only human character in this movie 
b) Connotative: This can be seen in every episodes, Masha is the only 
human that appears in the movie. 
c) Types of Associative meaning 
g) Data 7 (Episode 5) 
Pic 1: Two rabbits in the forestPic 2: Bear and two birdsPic 3: Hedgehogs 
(E5, 01:02)    (E5, 05:54)   (E5, 01:07) 
1 
3 2 1 
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“Picture of the real life forest’s in Russia” 
a) Denotative : The real life in Russia’s forest 
b) Connotative : In episode “Springtime for Bear”, seen many kind of 
animals life in forest as well. 
c) Type of Allusive meaning 
h) Data 8 (Episode 7) 
 
(E7, 01:43)      (E7, 02:17) 
Pic 1: Teapot, mugs and bowl classic in Bear’s house 
Pic 2: Simplypainting,fire place and  cupboard 
“The bear house showing classic furniture of house in Russia” 
a) Denotative : Classic furniture 
b) Connotative : In episode “Stripes and Whiskers” shows specific 
furniture in the Bear house, such as teapot, mug, and paintings. 
c) Types of Associtive meaning 
i) Data 9 (Episode 3) (E3, 01:04) (E3, 01:01) 
2 1 
2 1 
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(E3, 01:19) 
 Pic 1: Bear keep his cups from Masha  
 Pic 2: Bear cleaning her magic cups 
 Pic 3: Bear found a rabbit in his hat magic 
“Misha is a pensioner circus” 
a) Denotative : Misha the bear is a pensioner circus 
b) Connotative : In episode “Prances with Wolves”, in Bear houseshows 
cups and magic items. 
c) Type of Allusive meaning 
B. Discussion 
In this point, the researcher explained the data analysis that had been 
gotten from the findings above about the denotation and connotation based on 
Roland Barthes theory (1983: 23), there are three result of the analysis, they are: 
1) DATA 1 
a) DENOTATIVE: In data 1, “Masha a little girl who always wears pink 
scarf” The main character is always wearing scarf with pink colour, 
3 
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Russian people call it hood. Masha characterized as a child who is always 
happy and likes to play, looked cute with her scarf. 
b) CONNOTATIVE: Masha was told as the little girl from Russia, Russia 
is a country which has respectful of the difference, ethnic and cultural. 
Orthodox is a belief that leads to the Christian formed in the Eastern 
Roman Empire (Byzantium).The word "orthodox" comes from the Greek 
"orthos" (right) and "doxa" (belief or opinion) which, taken together then 
means a commitment of a true standard, which applies generally. In large 
meaning, orthodox referred to as a religious or philosophical position that 
corresponds to the original and literal understanding of a doctrine.In 
Eastern Europe, the Orthodox spread among Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, 
Georgia, Gagauzia, Abkhazia, Ossetia, Moldova and some of the tribes in 
Russia. Russian nationalism is closely with Orthodox Church, which is 
the Christian Orthodox religion adopted by Russia for nearly a thousand 
years. This is cause in every ethnic Russian has Orthodox heritage also 
the fact that in Russia 75% claimed their self as part of Christian 
orthodox which every women have to wearing a head cover (hood) in 
church. This also applies to other religions. Besides Orthodox Christians, 
there are Orthodox Jews, Orthodox Islam, Buddhism Orthodox and 
Orthodox Marxism. In this case, orthodox means conservative 
(https://indonesia.rbth.com/discover_russia/2016/01/31/tujuh-fakta-
gereja-ortodoks_563047). In the movie, Masha always wears a head 
cover pink, which the researcher explained before that in Russia, The 
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Eastern Orthodox Church requires women to cover their heads with veils, 
like Muslim women, while in the church. Such practices are particularly 
true in Russian Orthodox Church. Women wear a hoody as their habitual. 
The scarf with pink colour that Masha usually uses has a special meaning 
as we know Masha is a children under five, which is pink colour for 
children uses usually symbolizes love and maintain also has the 
impression of childish and female nuanced. 
In data 1 “Masha a little girl who always wears pink scarf”, the messages 
that the movie try to delivers, Masha is a native Russian girl with her pink scarf or 
hood similar with a veil for moslem wears. Even though this is movie cartoon but 
they do not wants to separate it from Russian character which is the scarf/hood 
become symbol of Russian soul, within integrate a cuteness of a children Masha 
still wears pink colour as her character 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is based on condition of the country of the movie 
(Russia). So it can be concluded that the connotative meaning is came from 
contextual meaning which related to the culture and symbol of Russia. 
c) This data include on Allusive meaning because, Masha who always 
wears pink scarf describing a figure. 
2) DATA 2 
a) DENOTATIVE :In data 2, “Bear as figure parents for Masha” in the 
movie, the Bear as another main character, treat Masha as his own 
daughter, he always keep and patient about Masha’s mischief. 
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b) CONNOTATIVE : There are many terms for Russia, probably because 
Russia is a big country and rich in history. Matryoshka and babushka 
dolls, hats ushanka, caviar, ballet, and including bears as a symbol of the 
Russian state, this important figure in the cultural Russian was appeared 
in various essays and Russian literature, folklore, epics, phrases and 
proverbs, and not always acted as a protagonist. The bear also became 
the mascot of the XXII Summer Olympic Games held in Moscow. The 
large population of Brown Bear was found in Russia and their species is 
not become threat for human life, most of family in there claime a bear 
as their real family, then many people said that Bear as a friend to human 
in Russia, even there is a family who has been living for many years in 
one roof with the Bear. A husband and his wife from Russia said that 
they were not afraid of the threat by maintaining a bear, with a 2.1 height 
meters and weighs 133 kilograms, Stepan is a bear that was adopted by 
the couple when he was 3 months old and there is nothing bad happened 
during their life together. 
(http://lifestyle.liputan6.com/read/2519935/keluarga-di-rusia-pelihara-
beruang-lebih-dari-20-tahun). 
Bears have been linked with Russia for a long time, at least since 17th 
century. Bears have been raised in cartoons, articles, drama, toys, and so on. He 
has shown to describe the positive and negative about Russia, but now it is 
regarded as a symbol of positive. Brevity, once the bear is described as a big 
animal, slow and clumsy, but now described as powerful animals, intelligent, and 
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respectable. In Europe, America, and probably in the whole world, Bear has 
always been associated with the Russia. Therefore, bear in Russia has meaning 
not just a bear. At first, the bear as a symbol of the Russian state to appear in 
Europe as a symbol of inaction, laziness, malignancy and aggressiveness, which 
the Europeans lead to feeling superior to her neighbor who "uncivilized", also 
feelings of fear, and as a result, is the emergence of desire to tie it. In fact, Russia 
has repeatedly given many reasons for the neighboring country of "fear", even if 
the bear never existed in Russia, people are still afraid. Is something that bears an 
image used by Western politicians to convince their "aggression" and "invasion" 
by Russia which then widens the influence of NATO in Eastern countries. Nearly 
300 years bears used as a character in jokes and political caricatures. 
In Russian culture, bears usually appear as a symbol of good animals and 
sometimes stupid, and have such charisma. In folklore, bears are usually named 
with respect to the male name: Mishka, Mihailo Potapych, Toptygin, and so forth. 
From the evidence above, bears can be described as a good neighbor, as 
protective, never as an enemy, Coat of cities in Russia also shows the way. 
Russian Bear still and remain part of the life of Russian society, it 
becomes even more popular in recent years. Has been quite evident in the title of a 
variety of articles published lately ("Russian Bear Back", "Awakening Russian 
Bear", "Russian Bear Show me the muscles") to realize the meaning of the symbol 
of the bear in the fields of politics and culture. The bear became a symbol of 
political movement Edinstvo (Unity) and political party EdinayaRossiya (United 
Russia). Now, when the Prime Minister of Russia (Dmitry Medvedev) has the 
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surname 'bear' (medved means 'bear'), this symbol is to regain popularity. 
(http://russia-ic.com/culture_art/traditions/1074#.WRJ7Qjd8vIU) 
In data 2 “Bear as figure parents for Masha”,this point give us a lesson 
that not only human can be a parents for another creature but also even an animal 
which is known as “unintellect-living creatures” loving a human girl as his own 
daughter, act like parents for her. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which based on condition of the 
country of the movie (Russia). So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from contextual meaning which related to the 
culture and custom and reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include on Attitudinal meaning because, the Bear describes 
attitude or value. 
3) DATA 3 
a) DENOTATIVE :In data 3, “Masha is a trouble maker” Masha which is 
very attractive and busy child in this movie, she is also annoying, because 
her naughtiness and her hobby to offend another friends. 
b) CONNOTATIVE : In the movie Masha was told as a lonely child which 
is living alone in the woods, she likes to play everytime, so she walking 
around the forest and meet many animals then play with them all, but 
sometimes she makes her friends annoyed of her naughtiness. According 
to Chervyatsov (project's director of Masha and The bear), Masha's 
characters come from a real character. In the 1990s, the Artistic Director 
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Oleg Kuzovkov vacation on the beach when he saw a little girl. She was 
very active and very open to speak, she can even be easily approached 
people that she did not know and play chess together, or take the frog legs 
(flippers) and then she used. Even after a few days to spend time together, 
he began hiding from the little girl because she was very active and 
intrusive. The production team also took their personal life experiences as 
a serial plot. "Most of us have children," said Chervyatsov, The production 
team illustrate the popularity of the series "Masha and the Bear" in 22 
countries as a universal description. "I think that all children under five 
ages in any country there really was not much different”, all those 
involved in the making of this animation copied the behavior of their 
children, or the children's relatives (and emptied them into Masha’s 
characters). 
Generally, behavior of children under five are active, playful and 
mischievous was reasonable in their age, in children psychology, there is a phase 
named socio-emotional development, according to Erik Erikson (1950) in Papalia 
and Old, (2008:370) a psychoanalyst identify that social behavior seen in early 
childhood, that is: cooperation, generosity, competition and the desire for social 
acceptance, empathy, sympathy, dependability, friendly attitude, the attitude of 
unselfishness, viscosity behavior and mimic behavior. 
In this case, child's development should be followed by parents controlled, 
but in case Masha does not have parents who should control and give her a lesson 
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so, Masha act based on her own ideas and desire, and the result of her mischief 
impact on friends around her. 
It is natural if a child active, funny, and sometimes annoyed, moreover in 
the movie Masha is an under five age children who always wants to play, also her 
circles possible to play with friends. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
layer of meaning and connotative is more explanation above it, which this data 
related to the folklore storyin Russia. So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from contextual meaning of the country which 
related to the culture and reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include on Attitudinal meaning because, Masha is a trouble 
makers decribes attitude and value. 
4) DATA 4 
a) DENOTATIVE : In data 4, “The only Black Bear in the movie” if 
we attention, there is another bear character in the movie, he is a black 
one. He does not become the Bear friends but rival for him. 
b) CONNOTATIVE : Talking about colors, studied said that they have 
meaning itself, According to Leatrice Eiseman, a consultant of colours 
and author of More Alive With Color's book said, that black usually 
means optimistic and gentleman but also can be used to show a nasty 
impression (in case symbol of power and toughness). According to 
Leatrice a colors meaning consultant, black also means: Elegant, 
powerful, sophisticated and black got a bad reputation. This color is 
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used by criminals in comics or movies. Black symbolizes sorrow and 
moody. But in another side, just to express something timeless and 
classic. 
(http://nasional.kompas.com/read/2008/10/09/15551015/psikologi.dan.
arti.warna(02/26/2017 12:21). 
The black color is the color that will give the impression of a dingy, dark 
and scary but also elegant. Therefore, any elements when combined with the black 
color will look attractive. Black has meaning symbolizes elegance (elegance), 
prosperity (wealth) and sophistication (sopiscated), also an independent color and 
full of mystery.  
The philosophy implies a positive black color includes: 
1. Reflects courage 
2. Center of attention (especially the opposite sex) 
3. The tranquility and dominance 
4. Firmness, strength and steadiness 
5. Prefers natural rather than fake ones.  
The explanation above can be accepted because in the movie the black 
bear told as a rival for the Bear, rival in compete for winning the bear girl (a 
character girl in the movie) heart. The black always try to beat the bear with his 
cool and gentleman which is the Bear doesn’t have.  
In data 4 “The only Black Bear in the movie”, like explained in 
discussion above, black colour identic with something bad, evil or mistic 
especially if black put on a character’s colour, it can be explained that the 
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character has bad figure or someone who should fight with or a criminal. It is also 
possible to be a rival for the main character. This colour support rival character on 
the movie. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which based on condition of the 
country of the movie (Russia). So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from contextual meaning which related to the 
culture and custom and reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include on Allusive meaning because, the black Bear shows 
express a figure. 
5. DATA 5 
a) DENOTATIVE : In data 5, “Blonde hair with bangs and green eyes” 
b) CONNOTATIVE :For centuries, the question of whether Russia 
including Europe or Asia has been debated both inside and outside the 
country. Much of the interior is a vast country located in Asia, but the 
Russians more settled in the European part of the country. With 
neighbors with two countries from different parts of the world as well as 
Finland and China, Russia absorbing qualities and the best 
characteristics of both continents. Russia shares many similarities with 
Northern Europe, ranging from the fondness would like Finnish sauna, 
until the beautiful tradition summer house which bind the soul of Russia 
and Sweden. 
(https://indonesia.rbth.com/discover_russia/2014/08/09/budaya_rusia_as
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ia_eropa_atau_keduanya_24685). There is also a celebration and the 
spirit of summer and warmth that can be compared with similar 
sentiments in Scandinavia. Despite a strong European heritage is most 
felt in the capital of the Russian Empire elegant Sant Peterburg, it is 
difficult to get the feel that we really are in Europe as in Russia. 
Indirectly it also affects people with their genetic characteristics similar 
to western, Russian hair color ranging from red to yellow and gray 
colored eyes, blue and even green, but rarely found. It is can be the 
reason why Masha’s character made as a girl with blonde hair and green 
eyes. 
In data 5 “Blonde hair with bangs and green eyes”, Masha’s character 
deliver most Russian native looked like, this is give an information about Russian, 
through the skin colour, the eyes and a cute ponny which is support Masha’s 
children character from Russia. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which based on condition of the 
country of the movie in Russia. So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from the context of the country which related to the 
symbol and custom in Russia. 
c) This data include on Allusive meaning because, Masha express 
character or figure. 
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6. DATA 6 
a) DENOTATIVE : In data 6, “Masha is the only human character in 
the movie” in the movie, we can see Masha is the only human 
character, it is can be a lesson that human and animals can live 
together. 
b) CONNOTATIVE : Russia’s culture is very widely, like another classic 
country, Russia has its own legend that still believed until now. The 
most popular one is story about Masha and the Bear, then become 
movie based on the old story.  Nowadays, there are many versions of 
Masha and the Bear story, one of the folktale story said that Masha lost 
in the middle of woods and then met the Bear. Masha not recognized as 
a reminder of the story of the extinction of a family, Masha and the 
Bear in his home country, better known as Folklore (Folktale). The 
story of Masha, such as folklore in general, spoken to generation orally 
until another unknown narrator who initially. In the Bear’s country 
(Russia), Masha and the Bear became a popular bedtime story for kids. 
Perhaps like us in Indonesia telling tales Keong Emas or another bed 
story. The point is story Masha and the bear plenty of positive values in 
which human and animal could be best friends, that animal may be 
more faithful than humans. 
In data 6 “Masha is the only human character in the movie”, this point try to 
deliver to us a lesson that in real life sometimes there are really a relationship-
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friendship between human and an animal, and it is running well like what is 
shows in the movie which is Masha is the only human between animals. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which related to the folklore in 
Russia. So it can be concluded that the connotative meaning in the movie is came 
from contextual meaning which related to the reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include Associative meaning, because this data include 
Associative meaning, as culturally the movie Masha and the Bear 
inspired by the folktale story, which told Masha as the human 
character. 
7) DATA 7 
a) DENOTATIVE : In data 7, “Picture of the real life forest’s in 
Russia” in this movie shows animals everyday  life in a forest, which 
is they were living together as well. 
b) CONNOTATIVE :  
Russia, become a country that has the most extensive forests and 
the largest in the world until today. This country is located on the 
European continent with forest area reached about 45.4 percent of the 
country large, reaching 7,762,602 km2 area. 
DETAIL: 
Forest Area: 7,762,602 km2 
Size Region Country: 17,098,242 km2  
Percentage: 45.4% 
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Location: Continent of Europe – Asia 
(http://www.kompasiana.com/sigitsatriopringgondanipriyadi/film-kartun-
masha-and-the-bear-wajah-asli-rusia_54f33e66745513a32b6c6d09) 
Russia has more than one fifth of the world's forests, which makes the 
country become the largest forest in the world, forest area in Russia stretches from 
north to south East European Plain, also known as Russian Plain, clad sequentially 
in Arctic tundra, coniferous forest (taiga), mixed forests and broad leaves, pasture 
(grass), and the semi - desert (fringing the Caspian Sea), such as the changes in 
vegetation reflect climate. Siberia supports the same order but mostly Taiga. 
Russia has the largest forest reserves in the world, known as the "lungs of 
Europe", second only to the Amazon Rainforest There are 266 species of 
mammals and 780 species of birds in Russia. A total of 415 animal species have 
been included in the Red Data Book of the Russian Federation in 1997 and it is 
now protected. it is same as what is shown in the movie that the real forest in 
Russia was occupied by many kind animals and living together in the forest. This 
forest is a kingdom for many creatures. Filandia area stretches from East to 
Russia, named Kamchatika Peninsula. East Russia, at Kamchatka Peninsula, 
surely you will find numerous species of wild animals there. Start from brown 
bears, tigers, wolves, polar bears, wild boar, rattlesnake, lynx, mites, until 
Karakurt spider which is one of the ten species most deadly spiders in the world. 
In data 7 “Picture of the real life forest’s in Russia”, This point shows 
how animals in a real forest living together, a forest with many kind of animals 
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life on it. The movie try to show how everyday life of animals in their really 
place, their peaceful until their caste. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which based on condition of the 
country of the movie (Russia). So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from contextual meaning which related to custom 
and reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include on Allusive meaning, because the movie showing 
the real life of animals in the forest. 
8) DATA 8 
a) DENOTATIVE : In data 8, “The bear house showing classic 
furniture of house in Russia” 
b) CONNOTATIVE 
:(http://www.kompasiana.com/sigitsatriopringgondanipriyadi/film-
kartun-masha-and-the-bear-wajah-asli-
rusia_54f33e66745513a32b6c6d09)  
As cartoon entitled 'Shaun the Sheep', which tells the story of farm 
life in a European country (possibly in Ireland or Scotland, or 
England), perhaps because the depiction of everyday situations in the 
story of the sheep, but if we compare with the movie 'Masha', movie 
'Shaun' does not appears many detail the characterizes tradition of the 
country. It is only see an object that is characteristic of an island state 
in the west of the European mainland named, Land Rover jeep, which 
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is a private vehicle belonging to the farm boss. In the movie 'Masha', 
the decorations or furniture in the bear home especially in living room, 
shows objects that are very typical. These objects are: Fridge, wall 
clocks, fruit blender, a sitting chair, a hive of bees, and others. 
Everything described the marsh area of the Slavic Nation State. That's 
very usual but specific. Russia, although capable of being American 
competitor countries but there are still areas while maintaining its 
authenticity. Bear house shows classic furniture, it is very identic with 
Russian house in settlement, look like their furniture is simply and 
classic. 
In data 8 “The bear house showing classic furniture of house in Russia”, 
simplicity is a lesson for this point, the movie shows that a richness not only seen 
from how much money or stuff we have but act like we all family is everything 
needed. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotative is the second meaning which based on condition of the 
country of the movie (Russia). So it can be concluded that the connotative 
meaning in the movie is came from contextual meaning which related to the 
symbol and custom of Russia. 
c) This data include Associative meaning, which related to a certain 
referent. 
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9) DATA 9 
a) DENOTATVE : In data 9,  “Misha is a pensioner circus”the bear 
was told as the great pensioner of circus, it is showing in bear house 
which is full of circus trophies. 
b) CONNOTATIVE :Circus is a world heritage art and cultural 
attractions, one of attractions that showing extraordinary abilities, 
courage, agility, strength, endurance, flexibility and beauty. Besides, 
easy to understand and be understood, the circus can be seen by all of 
people life across the nation in this world, from young until old and 
from different social status and class. Circus performances derived 
from human activities of daily life, where, according to historical 
records acrobatic art has existed since 2.700 years ago and has been 
featured in Roman Empire and the Han Dynasty, China (221 BC - 220 
AD). A modern circus came from ancient Roman times. The word 
"circus" comes from the word circus maximus. Circus maximus means 
circle and means great or big. Romans built a large circular seating 
area, which can be occupied by thousands audience of the show. For 
nearly a thousand years, people go to the Circus Maximus. Then, a few 
of countries began to fight Romans, and almost had no time to watch 
the circus. But people still like to be treated to an interesting spectacle. 
Acrobats and throwers know that people are willing to pay for watch 
something interesting, then when they can no longer perform in Rome, 
they began to wander all over Europe.  
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Nowadays, one of the world's best circus living in Russia: best 
clown, acrobat best, and certainly the best circus bear. Russia famous 
with their circus, the people likes to watch it. One of circus players in 
the world is Olympic Misha, he is a bear circus from Russia and 
become mascot Olympic since 1980. The most famous circus in Russia 
was in Moscow, Moscow Circus was founded in 1917, is part of the 
culture and history of Russia since the days of the Russian empire at 
the time of Queen Catherine II ruled until now. 
(http://russia-ic.com/culture_art/traditions/1074#.WRJ0Vzd8vIU) 
In data 9 “Misha is a pensioner circus”, a human talented might usually 
found in our life, but this movie shows a bear with his talented in circus, a lesson 
from the bear is even if he was a pensioner the bear is not a lazy animal, he keeps 
doing useful homework and many activity around him as good figure. 
From the explanation above, the data shows that the denotation is the first 
meaning and connotation is the second meaning which related to the folklore story 
in Russia. So it can be concluded that the connotative meaning in the movie is 
came from contextual meaning which related to custom and reliance of Russia. 
c) This data include on Allusive meaning, which express the great Bear 
figure as in the real Russia. 
According to the previous study, the writer conclude that the difference 
between the writer and the previous study is the previous study mostly found 
about the general semotics where the writer focus on denotation and connotation 
in this research. The end result of denotation and connotation use is that the 
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denotation is the first layer of meaning and connotation become the second layer 
of meaning (widely). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
In this chapter, the researcher presents several conclusions and 
suggestions. After analyzing Mashaand the Bear movie by Oleg Kuzovkov, the 
researcher makes some conclusions and suggestions as follows.  
A. Conclusion 
Based on the research, the researcher has answered the research questions 
concerning the writer’s research problems aboutmeanings and function of 
denotative and connotative meanings in the movie Masha and the Bear. The 
following are the conclusions:  
1) Denotation is the literal meaning or dictionary meaning, while 
connotation is the second meaning based which has more explaining. 
Based on analysis and discussion of the movie Masha and the Bear, the 
researcher found some types of connotations, they are: 1).Attitudinal 
meaning, 2).Associative meaning, 3).Affective meaning and 4).Allusive 
meaning. The most dominant types of connotative is about Allusive 
meanings. 
2) The function of denotative and connotative meanings in Masha and the 
Bear is to invoke meanings as the messages of the movie. 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher has some suggestions about 
this research. 
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1. The researcher suggests for the ongoing researcher who wants to study 
this case total that they have to learn about the denotative and 
connotative in semiotics. 
2. Especially to the students of English and literature department, they 
are expected to find out and analyze other animation movie by using 
the other types of semiotics. 
3. The researcher hopes that the reader could give correction to this 
research. 
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